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Memo 13/11

COP17 – Objectives and procedures
Will Alexander alexwjr@iafrica.com
Thursday 13 October 2011
Announcement
Our Cabinet Minister who will preside over the COP17 discussions issued a notice that was
published in The Star on 11 October. I have attached a copy. It makes very interesting
reading. This is my interpretation.
South Africa is in a very difficult position. We were one of the BASIC nations (Brazil, South
Africa, India and China) acting on behalf of the developing nations who ensured that no
economically damaging, legally binding agreement was reached at Copenhagen two years
ago.
Obviously, South Africa has to adopt a neutral role in Durban. This is clear in the notice.
The negotiations in Durban will be a party-driven process with South Africa playing an
enabling role for parties to find agreement on issues of climate change. We will seek to
facilitate an outcome which is fair, transparent, inclusive, and upholds the convention's
principle of common, but differentiated, responsibilities and capabilities. (My emphasis.)

And later that equal weight must be given to mitigation (prevention) and adaptation
measures.
These objectives sound the death knell of the efforts by the developed nations to force all
countries to accept specified and enforceable emissions control measures, with minimum
reference to the adaptation alternatives.
As so often happens in life, an altogether unexpected issue has reinforced our view that
climate change science is no more than an unverified hypothesis that is now falling apart.
Disappearance of global warming
An interesting comment in the Minister’s notice is that South Africa has just experienced
some of the coldest winters on record. Coincidentally, Europe has just experienced three
successive abnormally cold winters the last being the coldest since the commencement of
records in 1910.
The 10 October 2011 issue of CCnet was headed Europe may be facing return of Little Ice
Age. It makes very interesting reading. It quoted media reports on the UK Met Office’s
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warning of another unusually cold winter based on the linkage between solar ultraviolet
radiation variability and regional winter climate. There were several extracts from media
reports suggesting that Europe could be facing the return of the Little Ice Age that gripped
Britain 300 years ago causing decades of bitter winters.
Warning by UK Met Office
The Met Office’s warning can be found at http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/research/news/solarvariability .The title is Solar variability helps explain cold winters. The introductory
paragraph reads:
Research from the Met Office has shed new light on a link between decadal solar
variability and winter climate in the UK, Northern Europe and parts of America.
This is a huge relief for those of us who have been studying the solar linkage for more than
the past 30 years. My first detailed report on the linkage was published by the South African
Department of Water Affairs in 1978. It was titled Long-range prediction of river flow – a
preliminary assessment. Now, 33 years later the UK climate change scientists have at last
realised that solar variability influences global climate.
The Met office obviously appreciated the effect that global cooling and the solar linkage has
on the whole climate change fiasco. It therefore concluded the warning by quoting the
scientist from Imperial College, London who undertook the studies:
Compared with the effect of man-made emissions over the past century, solar
variations still have a very minor effect on long-term global climate.
This is obviously a politically motivated statement for which there is no scientifically
believable evidence. The very opposite is true.
The papers on the subject are available on the Nature Geoscience website at the cost of
US$18 each. They are titled:
Solar forcing in winter climate variability in the northern hemisphere, and
Atmospheric science: Solar cycle and climate predictions.
Our far more comprehensive paper on this subject was published in the Journal of the South
African Institution of Civil Engineering, Vol 49 Nr 2, June 2007: Linkages between solar
activity, climate predictability and water resource development, Alexander(SA),
Bailey(UK), Bredenkamp(SA), van der Merwe(SA) and Willemse (Ireland).
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David Livingstone
I apologise in advance for the following comments. Many years ago the London Missionary
Society despatched David Livingstone to Africa to convert local populations to Christianity.
His geographical discoveries are well documented.
Now the climate change scientists in the UK and their institutions are scientific heathens that
badly need enlightenment. I exposed their rituals in my Mission Impossible memo. Will they
be converted ahead of COP17?
Why is it so difficult for the Met Office and other institutions to understand that it is
variations in the receipt and redistribution of solar energy, not temperature that drive
multiyear variations in the Earth’s climate? Also, it is the double sunspot cycle that is
relevant not the single 11-year cycle. Do they not understand that the alternating solar cycles
have different characteristics?
The Met Office’s warning is questioned elsewhere in the CCnet excerpts. This is on the basis
that nobody really understands the basic feedbacks and climate dynamics that drive annual
winter availability, let alone years in advance.
As discussed in my previous memo, we have indeed developed a successful multi-year
prediction method. It has nothing to do with the physical processes. Details are to be found in
my article Likelihood of a global drought in 2009 to 2016 published in the South African
magazine Civil Engineering in June 2008. The present, unstable global conditions can be
expected to continue through to 2016.
As an outsider I find it very sad and disturbing that the highly respected UK Met Office
should be so ignorant of the well documented studies of long-term climate-related prediction
methods based on stochastic time series analyses. This is essential for its function in making
long-term predictions. Instead of studying the historical data and then seeking the causes of
the anomalies, it attempts to study the theory in the first instance despite the wealth of
available data. It is putting the cart before the horse!
Furthermore, there are frequent references to the El Nino/La Nina phenomena driving global
climate variability in the articles quoted in CCnet. This is pure nonsense. Our analyses
demonstrate that these phenomena occur concurrently with climatic changes. They do not
cause them. Why have climate change scientists not been able to determine the causes of
these phenomena?
Collective knowledge
There was a time not so long ago when the only authoritative source of information on
climate change science was in refereed papers in recognised scientific journals. The grey
literature (mainly technical reports) was considered to be inferior. The Internet did not exist.
Now the situation has reversed. The Internet is alive with contrarian views. Formal, published
papers only constitute a small sample of our collective knowledge.
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The heads of state who successfully manipulated science and scientists for political gain have
already started to suffer the consequences. The ultimate test will be to count how many of
them attend the closing sessions of COP17 to sign the agreements.
---------
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